Guardian cryptic crossword No 27,754 set by Shed

Across
4 Abandon waste (6)
6 Deaf hero’s wrinkled brow (8)
9 Disquiet caused by right tunes in wrong order (6)
10 Obstinate remnant brought to light (8)
11 Highly sexed person keeping Dan Brown’s sources distinct from 18? (3-8)
15 Novel interrupting genuine fresh start (7)
17 Scrutinise bug, keeping quiet (7)
18 Guardian, say, interrupting Alice 5, peculiarly missionary (11)
22 Irrational Southern church extremely popular outside (8)
23 Help string player losing head (6)
24 Carelessly lost knee bones (8)
25 Unfortunate habit involving piece of music (6)

8 Shiny-nosed character is sound as a bell (4)
12 Bear bearing part of ship – and a lot of noise (10)
13 Attractive female’s artwork (8)
14 Sporty sort of Greek hosting heads of Hungary, Latvia and Estonia (8)
16 Shakespeare’s beloved worship uplifted in any place (8)
19 Bait to entrap holy person’s sheen (6)
20 Composer’s endless component of salad (4)
21 Man maybe somewhat misleading (4)

Down
1 Quick sauce containing radish top (6)
2 Child in charge of rising currency (10)
3 Given beers, cur turns to Hound of Hades (8)
4 Abstemious Dickensian accepted for dull work (8)
5 Resounding end of pointless missile (8)
7 Kind of mess only some care to notice (4)
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